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1. Introduction
In early February, 1963, I received a letter from Dr. W.
L ANGNER, who asked me to act as moderator for a discussion of the rel~ativemerits of clonal and seedling seed orchands. One issue of the 1964 Silvae Genetica was to be
devoted to such a discussion, because of the current interest
and importance of seed orchard establishment. Indeed,
somewhat of a controversy had developed and as requested
~by Dr. ZOBEL, clarificiation was needed, both from the
applied and theoretical point of view. I was chosen as
m~oderatorbecause of my specialty in the field of population and quantitative igenetics and because I had not been
involved in the diseussion previously. I n fact, I was not
too well versed on publications dealing with the relative
merits of vegetative and seedling orchards and had not
even read the widely distributed paper of GODDARD
and
BROWN
(1961). Since it is essential for a moderaior to have
a working knowledge of the subject, I hlave made an attempt to become better acquainted with the problem and
accepted Dr. LANGNER'S
offer. I t was especially necessary
for rne to do this because tree breeders in Japan also have
seed orchard programs of rather large scale and must be
kept well informed on this subject.
I asked Dr. S TERN and Dr. ZOBEL to help obtain information on the problem an,d to make the necessary contacts
to initiate the special issue. This took nearly two months,
and it was already Apr'il 3rd when letters requesting contribution of papers were sent to the following persons:
Emphasizing clonal seed orchards:
E NAR ANDERSSON,
JONII
C. BARBER and KEITH W. DORMAN,
BRUCE ZOBEL.
Emphasizing seedling seed orchards:
E. BAYNE S NYDER ,
KLAUS STERN,
J ONATHAN W. WRIGHT and E RNST J. S CHREINER.

tural that most early seed orchards consiste-1 of grafted
Clones because the principle of establishing orchards was
to bring selected genotypes tagether side by side (LARSEN,
1934). Since the end of the World War 11, this approach to
tree improvement became very popular, and many clonll
seed orchards have been established throughout the world.
The first arguments against clonal orchards were presented by WRIGHT (1959)and others who advocated seedling seed
orchards which were to be established first as progeny
testing plantmations and then converted into seed orchards.
The superiority of the seedling orcharfds were discussed
from the stanldpoints of expected genetic gain and cost
considerations..
WRIGHT (1961) stated that the largest increase of fitness
can be obtained by selection based upon the performance
of full-sibs in two-parent proigeny tests. The superiority
of full-sib progeny selection upon the rogued clonal seed
orchards depends on the relative amount of additive genetic variance, and under some possible assumption it may
reach four times the latter gain. He also calculated that
progeny selection in open-pollinated one-parent progeny
tests may result in about a half of the gain expected from
progeny tested and rogued clonal orchards. GODDARI)
and
BROWN
(1961) stated similar ideas in plain words without
tihe use of special symbols or formulae. They proposed the
use of controlled polliniated seeds from selected trees produced by (a pollen mix. They stressed that the cycle of
successive selection is faster in the seedling seed orchard
approach.

When the seedlings are grown from open-pollinated
seeds collected on tho .original selected trees, the costs for
ralisinig material and time required for establishment of
seed orchards will be low in comparison with costs of
establishing clonal seed orchards. WRIGHT (1961) emphasized
low cmts from the seedling approach anld stated this would
be a preferred approach, even though the expected gain
may be inferior to the clonal one. S CHREINER (1963) als3
Papers could not be prepared by S NYDER and ANDERSSON.
advocated such la procedure and propcrseid parallel estabLuckily, HELGE JOHNSSON was willing to replace ANDERSSON,
lishment of iboth type seed orchards by using the Same
even though the request came very late and gave him
plus-tree parents to examine the efficiency-cost relationonly a short time to prepare the manuscript. Additionally,
ships from both schemes.
and W. J. LIBBY consented to prepare papers,
R. E. GODDARD
Controlled pollination on selected trees in wild stands
so seven papers will compose this specilal Issue. These
requires labor and costs, b u t still WRIGHT (1961) and GODDARD
papers are well prepared and present a variety of opinions
and BROWN
(1961) state that this is not too expensive in
that should be of great interest to readers of Silvae Ge- comparison with the grafting costs. I n this author's opinnetica.
ion, the statements may be true when the grafting is very
The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. W. LANG- diffioult reslulting in very hifgh grafting costs, or when the
N E R , who made it possi~blefor him to undertake this interparent trees or their grafts are collected and growing not
esting assignment, and to Dr. B. ZOBEL ,arid Dr. K. STERN, who
far from each other, controlled pollination becomling much
helped and informed him very much and also kindly read
easier. But the istatement of GODDARD
and BROWN(1961)
the manuscript. The author also is thankful to all of the
which says that controlled pollination on original selected
contributors who worked so nicely within such a short
trees will not be too expensive, seems to be of doubtful
period.
validity. They mentioned that even in the case of clona!
seed orchards progeny tests are also needed and thus em2. Seedling seed orchard proposals
phasized that the conversion of test plantations into seedAlthaugh seedling material hlald not been rejected entilin~gseeid orchards is more reasonable than establishing
rely as the component of a seed orchard, it was qulite naspecial clonal orcha~ds.
I)
Forest Geneticist, Government Forest Experiment Sation,
Kyusyu Branch, Kumamoto, Japan.
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Preference for seedling orchards w'as expressed (Texas
Forest Service, 1960) because the performance of clonal

